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Assembly Line Cardmaking
September 2019 Club Scrap® Card Kit
Falling Leaves

 □ Falling Leaves CS® Card Kit
 □ Scor-Pal®
 □ 12” Paper Trimmer
 □ Bone Folder
 □ Scissors
 □ Adhesive
 □ Foam Adhesive

 □ Tape
 □ 3x14” CS® Grid Ruler
 □ Stapler and Staples
 □ CS® Bookbinding Glue
 □ Glue Lines or Glue Dots
 □ Craft Knife and Cutting Mat
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Tools and Supplies

Preparation
Trim the printed cutaparts into sections as 
indicated by the artwork and cutting guidelines. 
Sort each cutapart into three different piles, one 
for each corresponding set of cards.

Scoring and folding information is listed within 
the instructions for each card set. The “bump” of 
the score goes on the inside of the fold. If you 
do not have an item to complete the card as 
shown, simply omit or substitute the item.

Visit the blog for more assembly details: 
clubscrap.com/0919-cards

A full-length video tutorial providing assembly 
tips is included with this collection. Click or 
carefully type the following link:
youtu.be/PI7flDp_MLg
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Set A: 41/4x51/2” Cream Text Weight Double Pocket Cards with 6x8” Red, 6x8” Brown and 4x51/4” Orange Panels
Score each 8.5x11 Cream Text Weight card base vertically at 41/4” and horizontally at 51/2”.
Trim each 6x8” Red and Brown panel vertically at 3” and horizontally at 4” to make four 3x4” panels in each color.

Tag 1: You’re only young once.
Tag 2: But you can stay

immature indefinintely!
Inside: Happy birthday!

Assembly steps for all cards: After creating the card base, 
secure the edges of all pockets with adhesive. Glue a strip of 
maple leaf garland to the angled edge of the first pocket. Tie 
a jute bow around the stem of a silk maple leaf and adhere 
to the front of the card. (Include an oak leaf on cards 3 and 
4.) Fold a 2” piece of twill in half and staple to the top of 
each cutapart tag. Center the first tag onto a Red panel and 
the second tag onto a Brown panel. Insert the tags into the 
pockets. Nest the 4x5.25” Orange panel to the inside of the 
card and adhere the inner sentiment.

Tag 1: Go stand outside.
Tag 2: So if anyone asks . . .
Inside: You’re outstanding.

Tag 1: It’s nice to have a friend
to grow old with.

Tag 2: You go first!
Inside: Happy birthday!

Tag 1: Nature does not hurry.
Tag 2: Yet everything is accomplished.

Inside: Congratulations on your 
achievement!

bonus

3”

4¼”
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cut

8½x11 Cream Card Base
#2

#3

#4

Card base assembly: Cut along the score line from 
the left edge to the intersecting vertical score. Fold the 
lower right corner to the center score line. Measure 
down 3” from the top left corner and fold at a 45 degree 
angle. Adhere the triangular flaps. Fold the upper left 
quadrant to the right, fold the bottom half of the paper 
up, and wrap the remaining left quadrant around to the 
back of the card.
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Set B: 41/2x61/4” Orange Cards with 31/2x51/4” Brown and 21/2x5” Red Panels
Score and fold each 41/2x9” Orange card base horizontally at 61/4”.
Trim the 21/2x5” Red panel horizontally at 21/2”. Cut each square at a diagonal
to create four triangles.

Notes for cards at right: Follow the same assembly 
process from the previous two cards. Substitute a silk 
leaf for the stapled ribbon. Wrap the stem of the leaf 

with jute fiber and adhere to the panel with Glue Lines.

Inside: “So very sorry for your loss.”

Inside: “So glad you’re you! Happy birthday.”

Notes for cards at left: Staple a folded piece of twill onto the upper left 
corner of the outside cutapart and nest onto the brown panel. Adhere 
the Brown panel only to the narrow (left) flap of the Orange card base. 
Center the inner sentiment on the inside of the card. Apply adhesive to 
the outer straight edges of the Red triangle and adhere to the upper right 
corner of the folded card base to form a pocket. Tuck the front flap of the 
card behind the pocket created by the triangle.

2½x5 Red Plain

Inside: “But my autumn sweater body is on point.”

Inside: “Now we’re like, okay, yes, this makes sense.”
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Set C:  5x7” Red Cards with 41/2x6” Cream Texture Panels
Score each 7x10” Red card base horizontally at 21/2 and 71/2”. Fold along score lines to make a gate fold.
Trim each 41/2x6” Cream Texture panel horizontally at 4 and 2” to make three 2x41/2” panels for each card.

Notes for all cards:  Adhere the top and bottom 2x41/2” panels to the left 
flap of the gate fold card. Adhere the center strip to the right flap. Space the 
pieces 1/4” apart and 1/4” from the edge of the card. Add a piece of trimmed 
satin ribbon to the inner edge of the cutaparts and adhere to the left/right 
sides of the strips, in an alternating pattern. Add the inner sentiment to the 
card. For cards 3 and 4, make a loop with the satin ribbon and tape to the 
back of the cutapart prior to attaching it to the Cream Texture strip.

Inside: “Thinking of you.” Inside: “Hope you’re on the mend soon.”

Inside: “Have an unbe-leaf-able birthday.” Inside: “You’re the best.”


